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1 We are awaiting release of the Flynn information
ordered by Judge Sullivan. Being that it’s after 3pm on
Friday & still nothing, implies it’s a Big Kahuna Burger.
Why did Judge Sullivan ask if Flynn's conduct “rises to the
level of treasonous activity?”

Tom Joseph
@TomJChicago

1 It's Michael Flynn day. Judge Sullivan ordered public release of 
his calls to Kislyak & unredacted Mueller report info where he 
appears. It could resolve the mystery why the Judge said Flynn 
"betrayed his country" while Mueller recommended no prison 
time for his cooperation.
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2 One thought- The #1 thing Putin would demand from Trump after installing him in

the White House, would be the identities of US assets in Russia. Putin is paranoid

about that. What happened post election? 13 Dead Russians. Who gave up their

identities? Trump & Flynn had access.

3 Anything short of full disclosure, unredacting and phone call transcripts on Flynn

indicates a monster Trump coverup. I repetitively tweeted about the Flynn, Trump,

Putin & 13 Dead Russians, probably 20 times in spring 2017. Flynn’s case then went

in to a black hole of secrecy.

4 If Flynn is on the transcripts talking in code to Kislyak, like “we can help you with

your internal problem in Russia,” or "we have some great information for you" it’s a

sign that intel was being passed, sold or bartered. Sanctions relief & intel are gold.

Other indicators...

5 How coincidental is it that Barr’s “Investigate the origins” has brought fwd the

concern of outing US assets in Russia? Is it Trump's team trying to normalize outing

assets? 

 

Why did Eric Swalwell happen to tweet this yesterday about Trump selling intel?

Eric Swalwell
@ericswalwell

If it’s... 
 

 a virtual certainty @realDonaldTrump has cheated on his 
finances... 
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 a virtual certainty Putin knows this...AND 

 
 a virtual certainty that Trump has been blackmailed before... 

 
Would Trump sell America’s secrets to protect his own?

Hardball @hardball
“The question we have to ask is would Donald Trump sell America’s 
secrets to protect his own secrets? I think it’s likely this guy’s always 
looking to protect himself.” @ericswalwell on #Hardball
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7 Back to the riddle of why Sullivan couldn’t understand why Flynn wasn’t charged

with treason. Flynn must have delivered something big. Remember Mueller oversaw

John Gotti’s takedown & approved the deal w/ Sammy the Bull Gravano for witness

protection after he had whacked 30 ppl
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